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new item s. View Edit. Vehicle speed is used in idle control, automatic transmission shift
control, speed limiting etc. Two speed sensors are used to provide a backup. This pin is
connected to the combination meter speed output which outputs 4 pulses Open collector
square wave pulses per No. The combination meter receives its speed signal from the No. This
pin is used to detect when the accelerator pedal is fully depressed. Used to 'kick down' or
change down a gear of automatic transmission under full throttle. This pin is Grounded by a
switch that is located under the accelerator pedal that is pressed at full throttle. The Kick Down
switch is open circuit when the switch is not pressed Accelerator pedal is not fully depressed.
Note: to models only, later models do not have this pin wired or a Kick Down switch installed.
This pin is used to detect when the brake pedal is depressed. Used to disable the automatic
transmission lock up torque converter and exit deceleration fuel cut mode etc. This pin is
connected to battery voltage when brake pedal is depressed, the ECU pin is open circuit when
the brake pedal is not depressed. The exhaust gas warning light comes on to inform of an
overheated catalytic converter. The check engine light comes on to inform of a detected engine
issue. The check engine light should be wired with one side of the light connected to battery
voltage Ignition Switched and one side of the light connected to this ECU pin. This pin is used
to determine if the automatic transmission shifter is in the Reverse position. This pin is
connected to battery voltage by the automatic shifter position switch when the automatic
transmission shifter is in the 'R' position. This pin is used to determine if the automatic
transmission shifter is in the 2nd position. This pin is connected to battery voltage by the
automatic shifter position switch when the automatic transmission shifter is in the '2' position.
This pin is used to determine if the automatic transmission shifter is in the L position. This pin
is connected to battery voltage by the automatic shifter position switch when the automatic
transmission shifter is in the 'L' position. Currently unsure what exact action the engine ECU
takes based on this signal. The cruise control ECU may need to change to 3rd gear from 4th
gear over drive to maintain the desired set speed. This pin is used to signal that heavy electrical
loads are ON e. Heavy electrical loads place more load on the alternator and hence the engine,
the engine ECU can adjust for these heavy electrical loads if it is aware of them. This pin is
connected to battery voltage when a heavy electrical load is ON. Reduced ignition time will
reduce engine power which is used by the Traction Control ECU to attempt to maintain traction.
Perhaps this should be labelled TR1 and have a similar function to TR2? Used to help in
diagnosing issues with the TPS, brake and automatic transmission. This pin is used to select
Power or Normal shift patterns for the automatic transmission. Used to modify the automatic
transmission shift points to make the automatic transmission shifts more performance
orientated. In power mode gears are held longer and the automatic transmission will not select
1st gear when the automatic shifter is manually placed in the '2' position. This pin is used to
select the test mode during which diagnostic serial data is sent out the VF1 pin. This pin is used
to select the test mode during which diagnostic codes are flashed on the check engine light.
The fuel pump speed can be reduced at low load conditions to make the fuel quieter and
improve fuel pump longevity. One side of the AC magnetic clutch relay coil should be wired to
this pin and one side of the AC magnetic clutch relay coil should be connected to battery
voltage Ignition switched and one side of the relay coil connected to this ECU pin. Note that this
pin continues to output voltage for a few second after the ignition has been switched off to
allow the ISCV to be fully opened by the ECU for the next engine start. This pin is used to
disable the automatic transmission over drive gear 4th Gear by a user switch. Used to enable
the driver to disable the automatic transmission over drive gear 4th Gear for towing, hills, etc.
This pin is Grounded by the over drive switch to disable the automatic transmission over drive
gear. This pin is used to measure the catalytic converter temperature. Used to inform the driver
of an overheated catalytic converter. This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed after the
catalytic converter to sense the catalytic converter temperature. One side of the thermistor
should be wired to this pin and one side of the thermistor should be wired to Ground. Perhaps
this should be labelled TR0 and have a similar function to TR2? This pin is used to supply

switched battery power to the ECU. This pin is used to supply constant battery power to the
ECU. Constant battery power allows the engine ECU to retain error codes, fuel trims, etc. This
pin is connected to battery voltage to request that the AC be turned ON. This pin is used as a
signal to request that the engine ECU retard engine ignition timing. This pin is used to supply a
copy of the analogue traction control throttle position VTA2 signal to the traction control ECU.
The measured position of the traction control throttle is a useful parameter for traction control.
The measured position of the engine throttle is a useful parameter for traction control. This pin
is used to detect the speed of the automatic transmission OD input shaft. Detection of the
automatic transmission OD input shaft speed can be used to improve shift timing and ensure
smooth gear shifts. This pin connects to the OD speed sensor located on the left, front side of
the automatic transmission and outputs a number of pulses reluctor pulses per revolution of
the OD direct clutch drum. This pin connects to the No. This pin is used to detect the location of
the intake camshaft. The engine ECU needs to know if the engine is on the compression or
exhaust stroke for sequential spark and ignition, the camshaft position sensor provides this
information. A pulse is generated slightly before the TDC on the cylinder 1 compression stroke
which is used to determine the engine position for sequential ignition and fuel. A pulse is
generated slightly before the TDC on the cylinder 1 exhaust stroke which is used to determine
the engine position for sequential ignition and fuel. This pin is used to detect the speed and
location of the engine crankshaft. The engine ECU needs to know the position of the engine so
that it can accurately provide fuel and ignition. This pin connects to the engine crankshaft
position sensor located to the lower front of the exhaust side of the engine near the alternator
which outputs 12 pulses reluctor pulses per engine crankshaft revolution. This pin is used to
control the automatic transmission No. The automatic transmission gear selection is controlled
by electronic solenoids. This pin outputs battery voltage to turn the No. The No. The other side
of the No. This pin is used to control the automatic transmission line pressure control solenoid.
The automatic transmission line pressure is controlled by an electronic solenoid. This pin is
used to control the automatic transmission accumulator back pressure control solenoid. The
automatic transmission accumulator back pressure is controlled by an electronic solenoid. The
accumulator back pressure control solenoid should be wired with one side of the solenoid
connected to battery voltage Main EFI Relay switched and one side of the solenoid connected to
this ECU pin. The automatic transmission lock up torque converter is controlled by an
electronic solenoid. When the No. The fuel injectors are electronically controlled by the engine
ECU. The fuel injector should be wired with one side of the solenoid connected to battery
voltage Ignition switched and one side of the fuel injector connected to this ECU pin. This pin
connects to the OD speed sensor located on the left, front side of the automatic transmission
and outputs? This pin is used to measure the automatic transmission oil temperature. The
automatic transmission oil temperature has a significant effect on the automatic transmissions
operation, the engine ECU can compensate if the automatic transmission oil temperature is
measured. This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed inside the automatic transmission
to measure the automatic transmission oil temperature. One side of the thermistor should be
wired to this pin and one side of the thermistor should be wired to the engine ECU pin E2
Ground. This pin is used to output diagnostic voltages that are related to the air fuel ratio and
O2 sensor as well as OBD serial data. This pin outputs a diagnostic voltage related to fuel trim.
There are a large number of items that effect idle speed e. The Exhaust Bypass Valve allows
exhaust gas to pre-spool the rear turbocharger prior to it coming online as part of the sequential
turbo system. The Exhaust Gas Control Valve allows exhaust gas to exit the rear turbocharger
allowing it to fully come online as part of the sequential turbo system. The Intake Air Control
Valve allows pressurised air to exit the rear turbocharger allowing it to fully come online as part
of the sequential turbo system. This pin is used to detect the position of the traction control
throttle. The measured position of the traction control throttle is a useful parameter for engine
operation. This pin is used to detect the position of the engine throttle. The measured position
of the engine throttle is a useful parameter for engine operation, particularly in transient
conditions such as acceleration. This pin is used to measure the temperature of the engine
coolant. The engine coolant temperature has a significant effect on the engines operation, for
example requiring more fuel during 'warm up' conditions. This pin connects to a thermistor that
is installed at the engine coolant water outlet to the radiator on the front, upper, exhaust side of
the engine to measure engine coolant temperature. This pin is used to measure the temperature
of the engine inlet manifold air. The engine air temperature has an effect on the engines
operation, such as reducing ignition timing if the intake air is very hot. This pin connects to a
thermistor that is installed at the middle, engine side of the engine intake manifold to the
radiator on the front, upper, exhaust side of the engine to measure engine air intake
temperature. This pin is used to determine the exhaust gas air fuel ratio. The engine ECU will

aim for an air fuel ratio near stoichiometric neither rich or lean to enhance fuel economy under
periods of low load. This pin connects to the signal output of the oxygen sensor that is mounted
in the exhaust. The factory oxygen sensor is a 'narrow band' oxygen sensor that outputs
approximately 0V when the air fuel ratio is lean and approximately 1V when the air fuel ratio is
rich. The engine ECU will aim to keep the engine running at stoichiometric by alternating
between very slightly rich and very slightly lean conditions, as the sensor is only a narrow band
sensor this is a practical way to achieve or very close to the desired stoichiometric air fuel ratio.
This pin connects to the signal output of the knock sensor which is mounted under the intake
manifold, to the rear of the engine and screwed into the side of the engine block. The knock
sensor is Grounded via the engine block. This pin connects to the signal output of the knock
sensor which is mounted under the intake manifold, to the front of the engine and screwed into
the side of the engine block. The ignition timing is electronically controlled by the engine ECU.
This is pin is used to detect if ignition has taken place successfully. If no ignition is occurring
and fuel injection continues the spark plugs can be fouled and backfires can occur in the
exhaust, the igniter sends a signal to inform the engine so that it can stop fuel injection if
successful ignition is not detected. This pin is connected to Ground by the Igniter for a short
period of time after a successful ignition event has been detected. This pin is used to control
the VSV which controls the turbo wastegate on the front turbo. The Wastegate Control Valve
allows exhaust gas to pre-spool the rear turbocharger prior to it coming online as part of the
sequential turbo system. This pin is connected to Ground inside the ECU as required to turn the
Pressure Modulation Control valve which is more commonly called the Wastegate control valve
ON allowing pressurised intake air to be diverted away from the mechanical wastegate actuator.
When this VSV is ON the mechanical wastegate actuator will not operate and the wastegate will
not open, this will result in a very large amount of boost pressure being generated by the
turbochargers. This pin is used to determine the manifold air pressure MAP. Manifold air
pressure is a primary component in the speed density fuel injection control algorithm that is
used, it is also used to control the sequential turbo system. This pin connects to the signal
output of the MAP sensor which contains a small sensor to measure air pressure. A small
vacuum hose connects the MAP sensor to the intake after the throttle body. This pin is used to
detect when the traction control throttle is in the idle fully open position. Knowing when the
throttle is fully open allows the engine ECU to have a known position allowing it to compensate
for slight variation in the analogue signal. This pin is connected to Ground by a switch inside
the throttle position sensor when the traction control throttle is fully open. This pin is used to
detect when the throttle is in the idle fully closed position. This pin is connected to Ground by a
switch inside the throttle position sensor when the throttle is fully closed. The throttle position
and MAP sensors have a separate ground to ensure clear signals. This pin is connected to
sensor Ground inside the engine ECU. Do not connect this pin to chassis Ground. This pin is
used to control the heater for the exhaust gas oxygen sensor. The oxygen sensor requires a
certain temperature to start operating, to allow this temperature to be reached quickly and allow
the oxygen sensor to start operation the sensor is heated. This pin connects to Ground inside
the engine ECU as required to turn the oxygen sensor heater on. One side of the oxygen sensor
heater should be wired to this pin and one side of oxygen sensor heater should be wired to
battery voltage Main EFI Relay switched. This pin is used to control the VSV which is used to
allow fuel vapour from the charcoal canister to enter the intake manifold and enter the engine.
Fuel vapours from the fuel tank are captured in the charcoal canister to protect the
environment, the EVAP VSV is used to allow these captured emissions to be burnt during
normal engine operation as determined by the engine ECU. This pin is used to determine if the
automatic transmission shifter is in the Park or Neutral positions. This pin is connected to
Ground by the automatic shifter position switch and the Starter Relay coil when the automatic
transmission shifter is in the 'N' or 'P' positions. This pin is used to determine if the engine is
being cranked. The engine ECU can take action to allow the engine to start easier if it is aware
that the engine is trying to be started. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the AC
compressor speed sensor mounted on the AC compressor. The body loom side of this pin
connects to the traction control ECU 'A' pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
traction control throttle actuator motor. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to
the AC magnetic clutch relay switched power output which switches battery voltage to the AC
magnetic clutch to energise the clutch and turn the AC on. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the AC magnetic clutch. The body loom side of this pin connects to the traction
control ECU 'B' pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the traction control ECU 'GND'
pin to terminate the cable shield for the traction control throttle actuator motor. The engine
loom side of this pin connects to the traction control throttle actuator motor cable shield. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the hydraulic cooling fan control solenoid which is

mounted on the water pump. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the
positive side of the fuel pump wiring. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine to allows power to be directly applied
to the fuel pump in order to test its functionality. The body loom side of this pin connects to the
low oil level light located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the low oil
level switch located at the sump on the front, intake side of the engine. The engine loom side of
this pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine. The body
loom side of this pin connects to the traction control ECU. Note that there is a shorting link
inserted between terminals WA and WB of the diagnostic connector. The body loom side of this
pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted to the side of the engine. The engine loom
side of this pin connects to the hydraulic cooling fan thermistor that is mounted in the lower
tank of the radiator. The body loom side of this pin connects to the ABS relay. Note that there is
a shorting link inserted between terminals WA and WB of the diagnostic connector from factory.
Note that the engine ECU 'W' check engine light output pin also needs to be connected to the
vehicles check engine light located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to battery voltage when the ignition switch is in the CRANK position. Refer to pin E5
for further information. Refer to pin E4 for further information. The body loom side of this pin
connects to the 'TC' pin on a number of control modules. The body loom side of this pin
connects to the dash to indicate when Neutral has been selected. The engine loom side of this
pin connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic
transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the
Neutral position. The engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter
position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage when the
automatic transmission shifter is in the 2 position. The engine loom side of this pin connects to
automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and
outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the L position. The body
loom side of this pin connects to the dash to indicate when Drive has been selected. The engine
loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the
automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is
in the Drive position. The body loom side of this pin connects to the dash to indicate when Park
has been selected. The engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter
position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage when the
automatic transmission shifter is in the Park position. The engine loom side of this pin connects
to automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and
outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the Reverse position. The
body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to an ignition switched power source that
supplies battery voltage when the ignition is in the RUN and CRANK Positions. The engine loom
side of this pin connects switched battery voltage to the alternator, automatic transmission
position switch, automatic transmission No. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the starter motor relay switched power output which switches battery voltage to
the starter motor to turn it on and crank the engine. The engine loom side of this pin connects
to the starter motor solenoid. The starter motor is grounded via the engine block. The body
loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the speedometer located in the dash. The engine
loom side of this pin connects to the automatic transmission No. The body loom side of this pin
needs to be connected to pin F7 on this plug Ground. In factory wiring this pin connects to the
dash and the dash connects the speed sensor Ground pin and other dash items to Ground via a
wire to pin F7 on this body loom plug, however this wiring can be simplified in engine transplant
situations. Refer to pin F7 for further information. The body loom side of this pin connects to a
number of control module 'TS' input pins. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected
to a relay which is turned on when the ignition is in the RUN and CRANK positions to switch
battery voltage to the coils, igniter and fuel injectors. The engine loom side of this pin connects
to the coils, igniter and fuel injector power supply pins. The body loom side of this pin is
connected to the dash to supply a Ground. In factory wiring this pin connects to the dash and
the dash connects the speed sensor Ground pin to Ground via a wire to this pin. However the
automatic transmission No. Refer to pin F3 for further information. The engine loom side of this
pin connects to Ground at the intake manifold. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the low oil pressure light located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the low oil pressure switch located on the front, lower, intake side of the engine.
The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the coolant temperature gauge located
in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the one wire engine coolant
temperature sensor located at the engine coolant water outlet to the radiator on the front, upper,
exhaust side of the engine. The body loom side of this pin connects to the under dash mounted

diagnostic connector VF1 pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic
connector mounted under the dash and the Ground side of the catalytic converter temperature
sensor thermistor. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the dash
tachometer and other vehicle systems e. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
igniter tachometer output pin which outputs a 0V to battery voltage signal that is related to
engine RPM. The engine loom side of this pin is connected to the throttle TPS and connects to
Ground when the throttle is in the idle fully closed position. Pages Images and files Insert a link
to a new page Loading Insert image from URL Tip: To turn text into a link, highlight the text,
then click on a page or file from the list above. Join this workspace To join this workspace,
request access. Already have an account? Log in! If you've found my work helpful and would
like to donate a beer! Note: Blue text indicates terminals related to automatic transmission
functions only. Automatic transmission: This pin is connected to Ground by the Starter Relay
coil via the automatic shifter position switch when the automatic transmission shifter is in the
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the Starter Relay coil. Automatic transmission: This pin is connected to battery voltage when
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the engine ECU NSW pin and to pin 3 of the engine loom to body plug to trigger the starter
relay. Refer to pin 3 of body loom plug for further information. The engine loom side of this pin
connects power to the igniter and the fuel injector supply pins. This plug is located inside the
engine bay near the battery and mates with male connector The body loom side of this pin
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s. View Edit. Vehicle speed is used in idle control, automatic transmission shift control, speed
limiting etc. Two speed sensors are used to provide a backup. This pin is connected to the
combination meter speed output which outputs 4 pulses Open collector square wave pulses per
No. The combination meter receives its speed signal from the No. Automatic Transmission Kick
Down Switch. This pin is used to detect when the accelerator pedal is fully depressed. Used to
'kick down' or change down a gear of automatic transmission under full throttle. This pin is
Grounded by a switch that is located under the accelerator pedal that is pressed at full throttle.
The Kick Down switch is open circuit when the switch is not pressed Accelerator pedal is not
fully depressed. Note: to models only, later models do not have this pin wired or a Kick Down
switch installed. This pin is used to detect when the brake pedal is depressed. Used to disable
the automatic transmission lock up torque converter and exit deceleration fuel cut mode etc.
This pin is connected to battery voltage when brake pedal is depressed, the ECU pin is open
circuit when the brake pedal is not depressed. The exhaust gas warning light comes on to
inform of an overheated catalytic converter. The check engine light comes on to inform of a
detected engine issue. The check engine light should be wired with one side of the light
connected to battery voltage Ignition Switched and one side of the light connected to this ECU
pin. This pin is used to determine if the automatic transmission shifter is in the 2nd position.
This pin is connected to battery voltage by the automatic shifter position switch when the
automatic transmission shifter is in the '2' position. This pin is used to determine if the
automatic transmission shifter is in the L position. This pin is connected to battery voltage by
the automatic shifter position switch when the automatic transmission shifter is in the 'L'
position. The cruise control ECU may need to change to 3rd gear from 4th gear over drive to
maintain the desired set speed. This pin is used to signal that heavy electrical loads are ON e.
Heavy electrical loads place more load on the alternator and hence the engine, the engine ECU
can adjust for these heavy electrical loads if it is aware of them. This pin is connected to battery
voltage when a heavy electrical load is ON. Used to help in diagnosing issues with the TPS,
brake and automatic transmission. Automatic Transmission Manual Mode Select. This pin is
used to select manual mode for the automatic transmission. This pin is used to select the test

mode during which diagnostic serial data is sent out the VF1 pin. This pin is used to select the
test mode during which diagnostic codes are flashed on the check engine light. The fuel pump
speed can be reduced at low load conditions to make the fuel quieter and improve fuel pump
longevity. One side of the AC magnetic clutch relay coil should be wired to this pin and one side
of the AC magnetic clutch relay coil should be connected to battery voltage Ignition switched
and one side of the relay coil connected to this ECU pin. Note that this pin continues to output
voltage for a few second after the ignition has been switched off to allow the ISCV to be fully
opened by the ECU for the next engine start. This pin is used to disable the automatic
transmission over drive gear 4th Gear by a user switch. Used to enable the driver to disable the
automatic transmission over drive gear 4th Gear for towing, hills, etc. This pin is Grounded by
the over drive switch to disable the automatic transmission over drive gear. This pin is used to
measure the catalytic converter temperature. Used to inform the driver of an overheated
catalytic converter. This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed after the catalytic
converter to sense the catalytic converter temperature. One side of the thermistor should be
wired to this pin and one side of the thermistor should be wired to Ground. This pin is used to
supply switched battery power to the ECU. This pin is used to supply constant battery power to
the ECU. Constant battery power allows the engine ECU to retain error codes, fuel trims, etc.
This pin is used to determine if there is a large power steering load. This pin is connected to
Ground when the power steering load is high. This pin is used to determine vehicle speed. Two
speed sensors are used to provide a backup in automatic transmission equipped vehicles. This
pin connects to the No. This pin is used to detect the speed and location of the engine
camshaft. The engine ECU needs to know the position of the engine so that it can accurately
provide fuel and ignition. This pin connects to the distributor camshaft position sensors as the
common ground. Automatic Transmission No. This pin is used to control the automatic
transmission No. The automatic transmission lock up torque converter is controlled by an
electronic solenoid. This pin outputs battery voltage to turn the No. When the No. The other side
of the No. The automatic transmission gear selection is controlled by electronic solenoids. The
No. The fuel injectors are electronically controlled by the engine ECU. The fuel injector should
be wired with one side of the solenoid connected to battery voltage Ignition switched and one
side of the fuel injector connected to this ECU pin. Automatic Transmission Oil Temperature
Sensor. This pin is used to measure the automatic transmission oil temperature. The automatic
transmission oil temperature has a significant effect on the automatic transmissions operation,
the engine ECU can compensate if the automatic transmission oil temperature is measured.
This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed inside the automatic transmission to measure
the automatic transmission oil temperature. One side of the thermistor should be wired to this
pin and one side of the thermistor should be wired to the engine ECU pin E2 Ground. This pin is
used to detect the location of the intake camshaft. The engine ECU needs to know if the engine
is on the compression or exhaust stroke for sequential spark and ignition, the camshaft
position sensor provides this information. A pulse is generated slightly before the TDC on the
cylinder 1 compression stroke which is used to determine the engine position for sequential
ignition and fuel. This pin connects to the distributor camshaft position sensor which outputs
24 pulses reluctor pulses per engine camshaft revolution. This pin is used to output diagnostic
voltages that are related to the air fuel ratio and O2 sensor. This pin outputs a diagnostic
voltage related to fuel trim. This pin is used to output diagnostic voltages that are related to the
air fuel ratio and O2 sensor as well as OBD serial data. There are a large number of items that
effect idle speed e. This pin is used to detect the position of the engine throttle. The measured
position of the engine throttle is a useful parameter for engine operation, particularly in
transient conditions such as acceleration. This pin is used to measure the temperature of the
engine coolant. The engine coolant temperature has a significant effect on the engines
operation, for example requiring more fuel during 'warm up' conditions. This pin connects to a
thermistor that is installed at the engine coolant water outlet to the radiator on the front, upper,
exhaust side of the engine to measure engine coolant temperature. This pin is used to measure
the temperature of the engine inlet manifold air. The engine air temperature has an effect on the
engines operation, such as reducing ignition timing if the intake air is very hot. This pin
connects to a thermistor that is installed at the middle, engine side of the engine intake
manifold to the radiator on the front, upper, exhaust side of the engine to measure engine air
intake temperature. This pin is used to determine the exhaust gas air fuel ratio. The engine ECU
will aim for an air fuel ratio near stoichiometric neither rich or lean to enhance fuel economy
under periods of low load. This pin connects to the signal output of the oxygen sensor that is
mounted in the exhaust. The factory oxygen sensor is a 'narrow band' oxygen sensor that
outputs approximately 0V when the air fuel ratio is lean and approximately 1V when the air fuel
ratio is rich. The engine ECU will aim to keep the engine running at stoichiometric by alternating

between very slightly rich and very slightly lean conditions, as the sensor is only a narrow band
sensor this is a practical way to achieve or very close to the desired stoichiometric air fuel ratio.
This pin connects to the signal output of the knock sensor which is mounted under the intake
manifold, to the rear of the engine and screwed into the side of the engine block. The knock
sensor is Grounded via the engine block. This pin connects to the signal output of the knock
sensor which is mounted under the intake manifold, to the front of the engine and screwed into
the side of the engine block. The ignition timing is electronically controlled by the engine ECU.
This is pin is used to detect if ignition has taken place successfully. If no ignition is occurring
and fuel injection continues the spark plugs can be fouled and backfires can occur in the
exhaust, the igniter sends a signal to inform the engine so that it can stop fuel injection if
successful ignition is not detected. This pin is connected to Ground by the Igniter for a short
period of time after a successful ignition event has been detected. This pin is used to determine
the manifold air pressure MAP. Manifold air pressure is a primary component in the speed
density fuel injection control algorithm that is used, it is also used to control the sequential
turbo system. This pin connects to the signal output of the MAP sensor which contains a small
sensor to measure air pressure. A small vacuum hose connects the MAP sensor to the intake
after the throttle body. This pin is used to detect when the throttle is in the idle fully closed
position. This pin is connected to Ground by a switch inside the throttle position sensor when
the throttle is fully closed. The throttle position and MAP sensors have a separate ground to
ensure clear signals. This pin is connected to sensor Ground inside the engine ECU. Do not
connect this pin to chassis Ground. This pin is used to control the VSV which is used to allow
fuel vapour from the charcoal canister to enter the intake manifold and enter the engine. Fuel
vapours from the fuel tank are captured in the charcoal canister to protect the environment, the
EVAP VSV is used to allow these captured emissions to be burnt during normal engine
operation as determined by the engine ECU. This pin is used to determine if the automatic
transmission shifter is in the Park or Neutral positions. This pin is used to determine if the
engine is being cranked. The engine ECU can take action to allow the engine to start easier if it
is aware that the engine is trying to be started. The body loom side of this pin connects to the
dash to indicate when Neutral has been selected by the automatic transmission shifter. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch
mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic
transmission shifter is in the Neutral position. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the speedometer located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to
the transmission No. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the proportional power
steering solenoid Pin 1 located on the drivers side of the power steering rack. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected to the automatic transmission overdrive switch. The
body loom side of this pin connects to the exhaust gas warning light located in the dash. The
body loom side of this pin connects to the dash to indicate when Park has been selected by the
automatic transmission shifter. The engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic
transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs
battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the Park position. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected Ground. In factory wiring this pin connects to the dash
and the dash connects the speed sensor Ground pin and other dash items to Ground, however
this wiring can be simplified in engine transplant situations. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the AC magnetic clutch relay output. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the dash speedometer output. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the proportional power steering solenoid Pin 2 located on the drivers side of the
power steering rack. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the check engine
light located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector
mounted on the side of the engine W pin and the engine ECU W pin. The engine loom side of
this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic
transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the 2
position, this pin also connects to the engine ECU 2 pin. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic
transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the
Drive position. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the coolant temperature
gauge located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the one wire engine
coolant temperature sensor located under the intake manifold. The body loom side of this pin
connects to the AC amplifier SG pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the AC
compressor speed sensor. The body loom side of this pin connects to the 'TC' pin on a number
of control modules. The engine loom side of this pin connects switched battery voltage to the

alternator, automatic transmission position switch , manual transmission reverse position
switch and the transmission No. The body loom side of this pin connects to the dash for the
water temperature sensor gauge Ground. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
engine Ground point. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the low oil
pressure light located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the low oil
pressure switch located on the front, lower, intake side of the engine. The body loom side of
this pin connects to the dash to indicate when L has been selected by the automatic
transmission shifter. The engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission
shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage
when the automatic transmission shifter is in the L position, this pin also connects to the
engine ECU L pin. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the dash
tachometer. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector IG- pin
mounted on the side of the engine and the igniter tachometer output pin which connects to the
coil negative via the igniter. The body loom side of this pin connects to the rear demister and
headlight power supply wires with isolating diodes. The body loom side of this pin connects to
the low oil level light located in the dash. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the low
oil level switch located at the sump on the middle, intake side of the engine. The body loom side
of this pin needs to be connected to the alternator charge warning light located in the dash. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the alternator L pin. The body loom side of this pin
needs to be connected to the reverse lights and in automatic transmission equipped vehicles to
the dash to indicate when Reverse has been selected by the automatic transmission shifter. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the transmission reverse position switch which
outputs battery voltage when the transmission shifter is in the Reverse position. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected to the automatic transmission manual mode indication
light located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin connects to the automatic transmission
manual kick down switch. The body loom side of this pin connects to the cruise control ECU,
etc. The engine loom side of this pin is connected to the throttle TPS and connects to Ground
when the throttle is in the idle fully closed position. The body loom side of this pin connects to
the automatic transmission manual mode select switch. The engine loom side of this pin is
connected to the engine ECU M pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side
under dash diagnostic connector TE1 pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
engine ECU TE1 pin and the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine TE1 pin.
The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side under dash diagnostic connector TT
pin. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the positive side of the fuel pump
wiring. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted on the
side of the engine to allows power to be directly applied to the fuel pump in order to test its
functionality. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the switched side of the
brake light switch. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side under dash
diagnostic connector ENG pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the engine ECU
VF1 pin and the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine VF pin. The body loom
side of this pin connects to a number of control module 'TS' input pins. The engine loom side of
this pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine TS pin. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the
engine WA pin. Note that there is a shorting link inserted between terminals WA and WB of the
engine mounted diagnostic connector. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers
side under dash diagnostic connector TE2 pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
engine ECU TE2 pin and the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine TE2 pin.
The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side under dash diagnostic connector E1
pin and the negative side of the catalytic converter temperature sensor. The engine loom side of
this pin connects to the engine Ground. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers
side under dash diagnostic connector E1 pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the
positive side of the catalytic converter temperature sensor. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the engine ECU S2 pin. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the
AC magnetic clutch relay switched power output which switches battery voltage to the AC
magnetic clutch to energise the clutch and turn the AC on. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the AC magnetic clutch. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to
the AC magnetic clutch relay coil negative. Refer to pin 7 of body loom plug for further
information. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to constant battery voltage.
The body loom side of this pin connects to the ABS actuator W pin. Note that there is a shorting
link inserted between terminals WA and WB of the diagnostic connector from factory. The body
loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the main EFI relay coil positive. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected to the starter motor relay switched power output which

switches battery voltage to the starter motor to turn it on and crank the engine. The engine loom
side of this pin connects to the starter motor solenoid. The starter motor is grounded via the
engine block. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the alternator S pin. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected to the main EFI relay switched power output which
switches battery voltage to the engine ECU. Pages Images and files Insert a link to a new page
Loading Insert image from URL Tip: To turn text into a link, highlight the text, then click on a
page or file from the list above. Join this workspace To join this workspace, request access. If
you are unsure please trace wires or deal with an auto electrical professional. Hi Mate. I recently
had a conversion done from series 1 SZ to series 2 vvti and have had some ongoing issues. The
biggest issue at the moment appears to be related to the PPS progressive power steering My
car is a manual w58 and a supra vvti engine went in not aristo however it was an auto ecuâ€¦..
Your expertise would be greatly appreciatedâ€¦ as is.. The first thing to check will be to make
sure that you ae getting a speed sensor reading with the W58 and auto ecu, you would first
need to bypass the neutral start switch and also wire up the 3 wire w58 speed sensor wiring to
suit the VVTi ecu. There is some further information of someone doing the same conversion
here with lots more information that may be helpful. According to the Apexi RSM manual
suggested connection. My understand on IGF is that it is used to detect if ignition has taken
place successfully. Please say yes lol. A big thanks to Lacho for picking these up. Regards,
Lacho. I am building my 97 sc with the 2jzvvti motor and tranny automatic 4 speed. Question: I
was thinking of a boost cut how much more horse power do u think its going to have or can i go
up to on stock twin turbos if i do the boost cut or any advice will help. I wired up a complete
aftermarket ECU and all the wires I used were correct. I think it is because it spins through it so
fast it cant build too much boost. If I stomp it in 2nd from a slow roll and boost builds, it will pull
to about 5k and then start sputtering. I say sputtering, but it acts pretty much like a 2 step
would. With a bit of surging. I would just like to know if I am in fact hitting fuel cut, or if I have
other issues I need to sort out. The CEL never lights, so I almost wonder if it is in fact fuel cut. I
used to have the same issue with my TT, pretty much it was fuel cut with the same description
you are describing. What is your current boost at? Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Notice: It seems you have
Javascript disabled in your Browser. In order to submit a comment to this post, please write this
code along with your comment: b18ccbd40fcd Skip to content. Hey mate, The first thing to
check will be to make sure that you ae getting a speed sensor reading with the W58 and auto
ecu, you would first need to bypass the neutral start switch and also wire up the 3 wire w58
speed sensor wiring to suit the VVTi ecu. Your expertise advice is greatly appreciated. Hope you
can shed some light. Regards Marzuki. I will look at getting JZS pinouts up on here. Thanks for
the update Lacho! I will be sure to update my spread sheet and PDF shortly! Other issues could
be fuel pressure, pump or similar. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. The engine ECU can take action to
allow the engine to start easier if it is aware that the engine is trying to be started. When the
engine is not being cranked this pin is connected to Ground via the Starter Relay coil. This pin
connects to Ground or the battery negative. The engine loom side of this pin connects to
automatic transmission shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and
outputs battery voltage when the automatic transmission shifter is in the Neutral position. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the transmission No. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the proportional power steering solenoid Pin 1 located on the drivers side of the
power steering rack. The engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission
shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage
when the automatic transmission shifter is in the Park position. In factory wiring this pin
connects to the dash and the dash connects the speed sensor Ground pin and other dash items
to Ground, however this wiring can be simplified in engine transplant situations. The engine
loom side of this pin connects to the AC magnetic clutch relay output. The engine loom side of
this pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine. The engine
loom side of this pin connects to the proportional power steering solenoid Pin 2 located on the
drivers side of the power steering rack. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine W pin and the engine ECU W pin. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch
mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic
transmission shifter is in the 2 position, this pin also connects to the engine ECU 2 pin. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission shifter position switch
mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage when the automatic
transmission shifter is in the Drive position. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the

one wire engine coolant temperature sensor located under the intake manifold. The engine loom
side of this pin connects to the AC compressor speed sensor. The engine loom side of this pin
connects switched battery voltage to the alternator, automatic transmission position switch and
the transmission No. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the engine Ground point. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the low oil pressure switch located on the front, lower,
intake side of the engine. The engine loom side of this pin connects to automatic transmission
shifter position switch mounted on the automatic transmission and outputs battery voltage
when the automatic transmission shifter is in the L position, this pin also connects to the
engine ECU L pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector IG- pin
mounted on the side of the engine and the igniter tachometer output pin which connects to the
coil negative via the igniter. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the low oil level switch
located at the sump on the middle, intake side of the engine. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the alternator L pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the transmission
reverse and outputs battery voltage when the transmission shifter is in the Reverse position.
The engine loom side of this pin connects to the coil positive. The engine loom side of this pin
is connected to the throttle TPS and connects to Ground when the throttle is in the idle fully
closed position. The engine loom side of this pin is connected to the engine ECU M pin. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the engine ECU TE1 pin and the diagnostic connector
mounted on the side of the engine TE1 pin. Manual transmission: The engine loom side of this
pin is connected directly in the engine wiring loom to the engine ECU STA pin, the engine ECU
NSW pin and to pin 3 of the engine loom to body plug to trigger the starter relay. Refer to pin 3
of body loom plug for further information. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the
diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine to allows power to be directly applied
to the fuel pump in order to test its functionality. The engine loom side of this pin connects
power to the igniter and the fuel injector supply pins. The engine loom side of this pin connects
to the engine ECU VF1 pin and the diagnostic connector mounted on the side of the engine VF
pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector mounted on the side
of the engine TS pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the diagnostic connector
mounted on the side of the engine WA pin. Note that there is a shorting link inserted between
terminals WA and WB of the engine mounted diagnostic connector. The engine loom side of
this pin connects to the engine ECU TE2 pin and the diagnostic connector mounted on the side
of the engine TE2 pin. The engine loom side of this pin connects to the engine Ground. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the engine ECU S2 pin. This plug is located inside the
engine bay near the battery and mates with male connector The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the starter motor solenoid. The starter motor is grounded via the engine block. The
engine loom side of this pin connects to the AC magnetic clutch. Refer to pin 7 of body loom
plug for further information. Note that there is a shorting link inserted between terminals WA
and WB of the diagnostic connector from factory. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Proin ipsum odio, luctus in vehicula tempor, bibendum
at nisl. Proin in facilisis mauris, vitae iaculis felis. Etiam auctor quis tellus quis laoreet. Fusce
pretium ex at posuere viverra. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes,
nascetur ridiculus mus. Aenean in est nec justo lobortis vestibulum eget vel mauris. Duis vel
diam tortor. Curabitur iaculis porttitor ante, at dictum nibh volutpat sit amet. Nullam eu quam ac
lacus posuere lacinia. Ut interdum dolor et quam dictum, at rhoncus magna commodo. Aliquam
tempus ex tristique mi ullamcorper tristique. Praesent vitae vehicula mi. Praesent tempus leo
elit, non condimentum mauris vulputate non. You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to
content. The engine ECU is turned on by this signal. Vehicle speed is used in idle control,
automatic transmission shift control, speed limiting etc. Two speed sensors are used to provide
a backup. This pin is connected to the combination meter speed output which outputs 4 pulses
Open collector square wave pulses per No. The combination meter receives its speed signal
from the No. This pin is Grounded by a switch that is located under the accelerator pedal that is
pressed at full throttle. The Kick Down switch is open circuit when the switch is not pressed
Accelerator pedal is not fully depressed. Note: to models only, later models do not have this pin
wired or a Kick Down switch installed. Used to disable the automatic transmission lock up
torque converter and exit deceleration fuel cut mode etc. This pin is connected to battery
voltage when brake pedal is depressed, the ECU pin is open circuit when the brake pedal is not
depressed. The exhaust gas warning light comes on to inform of an overheated catalytic
converter. The check engine light comes on to inform of a detected engine issue. The check
engine light should be wired with one side of the light connected to battery voltage Ignition
Switched and one side of the light connected to this ECU pin. The cruise control ECU may need
to change to 3rd gear from 4th gear over drive to maintain the desired set speed. Heavy
electrical loads place more load on the alternator and hence the engine, the engine ECU can

adjust for these heavy electrical loads if it is aware of them. This pin is connected to battery
voltage when a heavy electrical load is ON. Used to help in diagnosing issues with the TPS,
brake and automatic transmission. Refer to TT section. Used to help in diagnosing issues. This
pin is connected to Ground to enable test mode. The fuel pump speed can be reduced at low
load conditions to make the fuel quieter and improve fuel pump longevity. One side of the AC
magnetic clutch relay coil should be wired to this pin and one side of the AC magnetic clutch
relay coil should be connected to battery voltage Ignition switched and one side of the relay coil
connected to this ECU pin. Note that this pin continues to output voltage for a few second after
the ignition has been switched off to allow the ISCV to be fully opened by the ECU for the next
engine start. Used to enable the driver to disable the automatic transmission over drive gear 4th
Gear for towing, hills, etc. This pin is Grounded by the over drive switch to disable the
automatic transmission over drive gear. Used to inform the driver of an overheated catalytic
converter. This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed after the catalytic converter to
sense the catalytic converter temperature. One side of the thermistor should be wired to this pin
and one side of the thermistor should be wired to Ground. Used to supply power. Constant
battery power allows the engine ECU to retain error codes, fuel trims, etc. This pin is connected
to battery voltage at all times. This pin is connected to Ground when the power steering load is
high. Two speed sensors are used to provide a backup in automatic transmission equipped
vehicles. This pin connects to the No. The engine ECU needs to know the position of the engine
so that it can accurately provide fuel and ignition. This pin connects to the distributor camshaft
position sensors as the common ground. The automatic transmission lock up torque converter
is controlled by an electronic solenoid. This pin outputs battery voltage to turn the No. When
the No. The other side of the No. The automatic transmission gear selection is controlled by
electronic solenoids. The No. The fuel injectors are electronically controlled by the engine ECU.
The fuel injector should be wired with one side of the solenoid connected to battery voltage
Ignition switched and one side of the fuel injector connected to this ECU pin. The automatic
transmission oil temperature has a significant effect on the automatic transmissions operation,
the engine ECU can compensate if the automatic transmission oil temperature is measured.
This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed inside the automatic transmission to measure
the automatic transmission oil temperature. One side of the thermistor should be wired to this
pin and one side of the thermistor should be wired to the engine ECU pin E2 Ground. The
engine ECU needs to know if the engine is on the compression or exhaust stroke for sequential
spark and ignition, the camshaft position sensor provides this information. A pulse is generated
slightly before the TDC on the cylinder 1 compression stroke which is used to determine the
engine position for sequential ignition and fuel. This pin connects to the distributor camshaft
position sensor which outputs 24 pulses reluctor pulses per engine camshaft revolution. This
pin outputs a diagnostic voltage related to fuel trim. The measured position of the engine
throttle is a useful parameter for engine operation, particularly in transient conditions such as
acceleration. This pin connects to a thermistor that is installed at the engine coolant water
outlet to the radiator on the front, upper, exhaust side of the engine to measure engine coolant
temperature. The engine air temperature has an effect on the engines operation, such as
reducing ignition timing if the intake air is very hot. This pin connects to a thermistor that is
installed at the middle, engine side of the engine intake manifold to the radiator on the front,
upper, exhaust side of the engine to measure engine air intake temperature. The engine ECU
will aim for an air fuel ratio near stoichiometric neither rich or lean to enhance fuel economy
under periods of low load. This pin connects to the signal output of the oxygen sensor that is
mounted in the exhaust. The engine ECU will aim to keep the engine running at stoichiometric
by alternating between very slightly rich and very slightly lean conditions, as the sensor is only
a narrow band sensor this is a practical way to achieve or very close to the desired
stoichiometric air fuel ratio. This pin connects to the signal output of the knock sensor which is
mounted under the intake manifold, to the rear of the engine and screwed into the side of the
engine block. The knock sensor is Grounded via the engine block. This pin connects to the
signal output of the knock sensor which is mounted under the intake manifold, to the front of
the engine and screwed into the side of the engine block. The ignition timing is electronically
controlled by the engine ECU. If no ignition is occurring and fuel injection continues the spark
plugs can be fouled and backfires can occur in the exhaust, the igniter sends a signal to inform
the engine so that it can stop fuel injection if successful ignition is not detected. This pin is
connected to Ground by the Igniter for a short period of time after a successful ignition event
has been detected. Manifold air pressure is a primary component in the speed density fuel
injection control algorithm that is used, it is also used to control the sequential turbo system.
This pin connects to the signal output of the MAP sensor which contains a small sensor to
measure air pressure. A small vacuum hose connects the MAP sensor to the intake after the

throttle body. This pin is connected to Ground by a switch inside the throttle position sensor
when the throttle is fully closed. The throttle position and MAP sensors have a separate ground
to ensure clear signals. This pin is connected to sensor Ground inside the engine ECU. Do not
connect this pin to chassis Ground. Fuel vapours from the fuel tank are captured in the charcoal
canister to protect the environment, the EVAP VSV is used to allow these captured emissions to
be burnt during normal engine operation as determined by the engine ECU. Note: Blue text
indicates pins related to automatic transmission functions only. Note: Blue text indicates
terminals related to automatic transmission functions only. The engine loom side of this pin
connects to the alternator S pin. Related article title Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus
orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Proin ipsum odio, luctus in vehicula tempor,
bibendum at nisl. Read More. Related article title Proin in facilisis mauris, vitae iaculis felis.
Related article title Duis vel diam tortor. JZS Toyota Aristo engine wiring. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply You must be logged in to post a comment. This pin is used to determine if the automatic
transmission shifter is in the 2nd position. This pin is used to determine if the automatic
transmission shifter is in the L position. This pin is used to select the test mode during which
diagnostic serial data is sent out the VF1 pin. This pin is used to select the test mode during
which diagnostic codes are flashed on the check engine light. This pin is used to disable the
automatic transmission over drive gear 4th Gear by a user switch. This pin is used to control
the automatic transmission No. This pin is used to output diagnostic voltages that are related to
the air fuel ratio and O2 sensor. This pin is used to output diagnostic voltages that are related to
the air fuel ratio and O2 sensor as well as OBD serial data. There are a large number of items
that effect idle speed e. This pin is used to detect when the throttle is in the idle fully closed
position. This pin is used to control the VSV which is used to allow fuel vapour from the
charcoal canister to enter the intake manifold and enter the engine. This pin is used to
determine if the automatic transmission shifter is in the Park or Neutral positions. The body
loom side of this pin connects to the dash to indicate when Neutral has been selected by the
automatic transmission shifter. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the
speedometer located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the
automatic transmission overdrive switch. The body loom side of this pin connects to the
exhaust gas warning light located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin connects to the
dash to indicate when Park has been selected by the automatic transmission shifter. The body
loom side of this pin needs to be connected Ground. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the dash speedometer output. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to an ignition switched power source that supplies battery voltage when the ignition
is in the RUN and CRANK Positions. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to
the check engine light located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the coolant temperature gauge located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin
connects to the dash for the water temperature sensor gauge Ground. The body loom side of
this pin needs to be connected to the low oil pressure light located in the dash. The body loom
side of this pin connects to the dash to indicate when L has been selected by the automatic
transmission shifter. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the dash
tachometer. The body loom side of this pin connects to the rear demister and headlight power
supply wires with isolating diodes. The body loom side of this pin connects to the low oil level
light located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the alternator
charge warning light located in the dash. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected
to the automatic transmission manual mode indication light located in the dash. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected to a relay which is turned on when the ignition is in the
RUN and CRANK positions to switch battery voltage to the coils and igniter. The body loom side
of this pin connects to the automatic transmission manual kick down switch. The body loom
side of this pin connects to the cruise control ECU, etc. The body loom side of this pin connects
to the automatic transmission manual mode select switch. The body loom side of this pin
connects to the drivers side under dash diagnostic connector TE1 pin. The body loom side of
this pin connects to the drivers side under dash diagnostic connector TT pin. The body loom
side of this pin needs to be connected to battery voltage when the ignition switch is in the
CRANK position. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the positive side of
the fuel pump wiring. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to a relay which is
turned on when the ignition is in the RUN and CRANK positions to switch battery voltage to the
fuel injectors. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the switched side of the
brake light switch. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side under dash
diagnostic connector ENG pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side
under dash diagnostic connector TE2 pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the
drivers side under dash diagnostic connector E1 pin and the negative side of the catalytic

converter temperature sensor. The body loom side of this pin connects to the drivers side under
dash diagnostic connector E1 pin. The body loom side of this pin connects to the positive side
of the catalytic converter temperature sensor. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the starter motor relay switched power output which switches battery voltage to
the starter motor to turn it on and crank the engine. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected constantly to the battery via a 7. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to the main EFI relay switched power output which switches battery voltage to the
engine ECU. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the AC magnetic clutch
relay switched power output which switches battery voltage to the AC magnetic clutch to
energise the clutch and turn the AC on. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to
the AC magnetic clutch relay coil negative. The body loom side of this pin needs to be
connected to constant battery voltage. The body loom side of this pin connects to the ABS
actuator W pin. The body loom side of this pin needs to be connected to the main EFI relay coil
positive. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal
connections along with the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance just about the
relative slant and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to encourage in
building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would play-act more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections higher than living thing appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make sure that all the contacts have been made and that anything
is present. Architectural wiring diagrams doing the approximate locations and interconnections
of receptacles, lighting, and surviving electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire
routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a
common circuit. Wiring diagrams use satisfactory symbols for wiring devices, usually swing
from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not unaided doing where
something is to be installed, but in addition to what type of device is bodily installed. For
example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling spacious has a
alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent buoyant has substitute symbol. Each type of
switch has a swap symbol and so complete the various outlets. There are symbols that
performance the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of
wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to assume relationship of
the habitat to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will next enhance panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as
flame alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are
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